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Abstract Ammonia borane has received tremendous
research attention in the past decade because of its potential for chemical hydrogen storage. This paper reviews
recent studies about the behavior of ammonia borane at
high pressures. While much work is still needed to comprehensively understand the pressure influence on this
molecular crystal, a phase diagram based on the available
experimental and theoretical data is constructed. Raman
spectroscopy studies indicate five transitions upon compression up to 65 GPa at ambient temperature. Diffraction
experiments and theoretical studies demonstrate that three
of these transitions are first-order phase transformations in
the sequence of I4mm-Cmc21-P21-(different) P21, and two
are iso-structural. A low-temperature phase (Pmn21) and a
high-temperature high-pressure phase (Pmna) are also
recognized.
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1 Introduction
Although ammonia borane (NH3BH3) was first synthesized
more than half century ago by Shore and Parry [1], it did
not receive dramatic attention until the last decade when it
was proposed to be a potential hydrogen storage material
[2, 3]. Because of its high hydrogen density, ammonia
borane has been extensively studied with regard to its
properties related to hydrogen storage since then [4–11]. If
taking the lower value of estimated specific energy for
hydrogen, i.e., 120 MJ/kg [12], and counting all hydrogen
in its formula, ammonia borane has an energy density
6.6 kW h/kg or 3.1 kW h/L. These values are much higher
than the ultimate technical performance targets of US
Department of Energy for onboard hydrogen storage systems, i.e., gravimetric capacity (2.5 kW h/kg) and volumetric capacity (2.3 kW h/L) for light-duty vehicles [13].
Although these values fall far below the targets when
taking other requirements such as delivery temperature and
discharge rate into account, ammonia borane is still on the
top candidate in chemical hydrogen storage materials.
The details of mechanism for releasing hydrogen from
ammonia borane have not been completely comprehended so
far. What is well understood is that ammonia borane released
hydrogen in three exothermic steps [2, 8, 14–20]. The first step
yields hydrogen plus polyiminoborane (PAB: (NH2BH2)n),
then PAB decomposes to hydrogen plus polyiminoborane
(PIB: (HNBH)n) and finally PIB decomposes to hydrogen plus
BN. Both experimental and theoretical work [21–23] indicate
that the first dehydrogenation process involves the formation
of an intermediate, diammoniate of diborane (DADB) complex [NH3BH2NH3] ? [BH4], to overcome the energy barrier
for the reaction. Over the past decade, tremendous efforts have
gone into improvement to lower the onset temperature of
hydrogen release and to increase the kinetics the thermal
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decomposition process of ammonia borane. Many approaches
such as metal catalysis, Rh [24], Ir [25, 26], In [27–30], Ru [31,
32], Lewis- and Brønsted acid-catalyzed dehydrocoupling
[33–35], nano confinement [36–45], additive [46–50] and
ionic liquid [51] were tested to solve the problems. Derivatives
of ammonia borane by substituting one hydrogen atom of
ammonia borane with alkali metal, MNH2BH3 (alkali metal
amidoboranes), were also reported for improving the dehydrogenation process [52].
High-pressure study of ammonia borane started after the
material was recognized for its high potential for hydrogen
storage about a decade ago [53, 54]. Applying pressure to
this molecular crystal with weak intermolecular interactions introduces a range of changes in atomic bonding and
in turn produces crystal structure transitions. Earlier studies
were limited to Raman spectroscopy with controversial
observations [53, 54] on the pressure where possible new
phases appear. The study was soon expanded beyond
Raman spectroscopy [55–60] to X-ray/neutron diffraction
(XRD/ND) [59, 61–65], infrared (IR) spectroscopy [57],
differential scanning calorimetry [66], thermal conductivity
[59] and theoretical modeling [61, 62, 64, 67, 68]. A
number of pressure-induced phase transitions have been
observed in the spectroscopy, diffraction and thermal
conductivity experiments. Observations in spectroscopy
experiments have a wide range of controversies while
diffraction results have a better consistency. Dehydrogenation of ammonia borane at high pressures was investigated using Raman spectroscopy and differential scanning
calorimetry. In this paper, we summarize the behavior of
ammonia borane, including phase equilibria and crystal
structures at high pressures based on the results from these
studies.

2 Pressure-induced transitions
2.1 Phase transition from I to III
Ammonia borane experiences a number of phase transformations upon compression. Raman spectra of ammonia
borane exhibit five notable changes in the pressure range
up to 65 GPa at room temperature (Fig. 1). The first
pressure-induced transition from phase I to phase III was
observed at a pressure around 1 GPa by Trudel and Gilson
[54] and Custelcean and Dreger [53] in 2003 in a diamond
anvil cell (DAC). Trudel and Gilson [54] initially reported
this transition as two at 0.5 and 1.4 GPa, respectively,
based on changes in the slopes of pressure dependence, dm/
dP, and splitting of Raman peaks. But the later study by
Custelcean and Dreger [53] attributed these changes to one
single phase transition and the split of transition pressure in
the earlier study to the non-hydrostatic pressure
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Fig. 1 Summarized P–T phase diagram of ammonia borane. I–VI
indicated six distinct crystal structures. Phases III and III0 , IV and IV0
were iso-structure phases, respectively. Broken lines indicated the
boundaries estimated or extrapolated from room temperature and lowtemperature data. Gray lines represented the published data that were
not adopted in this phase diagram. m indicated the temperature range
of melting when fast heating rates were applied

environment. Custelcean and Dreger [53] used mineral oil
as pressure-transmitting medium in the sample chamber of
the DAC, whereas no pressure medium was used in Trudel
and Gilson’s [54] experiment. Further studies [59, 60]
confirmed that this phase transition was indeed very sluggish and the two phases may coexist over a wide pressure
range (from 0.5 to 2.5 GPa).
The I–III phase boundary has been studied for both
high-temperature and low-temperature regions. Chen et al.
[63] reported a negative Clapeyron slope of the phase
boundary above room temperature in their earlier XRD
study in a multi-anvil apparatus, but their later Raman
spectroscopy study using a DAC indicates that the
boundary has a positive slope [69] and their previous XRD
data were likely contaminated by the surrounding sample
chamber materials in the solid pressure medium cell
assembly. The positive Clapeyron slope above room temperature is consistent with the extrapolation from the II–III
phase boundary below room temperature determined by
Andersson et al. [59] using in situ thermal conductivity
measurements.
2.2 Phase transitions from III to III0 , IV and IV0
Lin et al. [55] extended the experimental pressure of
Raman spectroscopy study on ammonia to 22 GPa in 2008
using a DAC and observed two additional phase transitions
at about 5 and 12 GPa. Based on the features of
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characteristic internal modes and the observation of lattice
modes, they proposed that the crystal structure of ammonia
borane may remain unchanged in the pressure range studied. Xie et al. [57] reported a series transitions in their
Raman and IR spectroscopy study at 2.4, 5.5, 8.5 and
10.4 GPa using a DAC. They argued that these transitions
are characterized by distinctive profiles and pressure dependences of major modes suggesting possible modifications to the crystal structure of ammonia borane. Because
of the sluggishness of the phase I–III transition and the
similarity in Raman spectra, the transition at 2.4 GPa from
Xie et al.’s [57] experiments could be attributed to the I–III
phase transition. The discrepancy in the transition pressure
is likely due to the pressure gradient in the DAC sample
chamber as no pressure medium was used in both of these
experiments and the difference in accuracy of Raman
spectroscopy. For the same reason, the transitions observed
at 5 GPa by Lin et al. [55] and at 5.5 GPa by Xie et al. [57]
are corresponding to the same III–III0 transition, and so are
the transitions at 12 GPa by Lin et al. [55] and at 10.4 GPa
by Xie et al. [57] corresponding to IV–IV0 transition
(Fig. 1). In addition to those transitions observed by Lin
et al. [55], Xie et al. [57] recognized a new transition at
8.5 GPa. Because of the feature of continuation weakening
and broadening of Raman and IR modes across the
boundary at 10.4 GPa, the phase between 8.5 and 10.4 GPa
is proposed to be an intermediate phase from ordering to
disordering phase at 10.4 GPa. A recent study by Kupenko
et al. [70] further extended the experimental pressure of
Raman spectroscopy study on ammonia to a much higher
pressure (65 GPa) using a DAC and observed another
phase transition at 27 GPa.
Filinchuk et al. [61] conducted XRD experiment using
a DAC and ab initio calculation in 2009. They demonstrated that the I–III transition at 1 GPa was a first-order
structural phase transformation from a disordered phase to
an ordered phase. The XRD study by Chen et al. [63] in
2010 indicated that the III–III0 transition at 5 GPa was
indeed a second-order iso-structural phase transformation
with a discontinuity in their compressibility. The highpressure phase was much less compressible than the lowpressure phase. Combining density function theory (DFT)
calculation and in situ DAC XRD, Kumar et al. [62]
demonstrated a structural phase transformation at about 8
GPa and no further structural change up to 27 GPa
indicating the III0 –IV transition to be a first-order structural transformation and the IV–IV0 transition to be isostructural.
2.3 Phase transitions at low temperatures
The first report of temperature-induced phase I to II transition at ambient pressure was dated back to 1956 by
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Lippert et al. [71] and Hughes [72] soon after ammonia
borane was discovered. The transition was observed at
(230 ± 5) K. However, there was no any further study on
the low-temperature transformation at high pressures for
more than five decades after this observation. Reynhardt
and Hoon [73] revisited this phase transition and refined
the transition temperature to 225 K in their nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiment. Raman spectroscopy
study by Hess et al. [74] suggested an intermediate phase
10–12 K below the transition. However, this phase has not
been confirmed by any other experiments including fine
temperature-step neutron diffraction by Filinchuk et al.
[61]. Pressure influence on this transition started being
investigated only very recently [58–60, 75]. Andersson
et al. [59] investigated the pressure dependence of the
transition temperature through thermal conductivity
experiments using a piston-cylinder high-pressure apparatus as well as Raman spectroscopy and XRD using a DAC
in 2011. Their experiments indicated a positive slope for
both of the I–II phase boundary and the I–III phase
boundary in low-temperature region. Liu and Song [58]
also in 2011 suggested that the temperature for the I–II
phase transition was nearly independent to pressure (with a
slope of 0) and the pressure for the I–III phase transition
was independent to pressure (gray lines in Fig. 1) from
their Raman spectroscopy experiments. But their phase
boundaries were loosely constrained by their experimental
data. Their data actually agreed with positive slopes for
these transformations as well. A later Raman spectroscopy
study by Najiba et al. [75] in 2012 confirmed the positive
slope for the I–II phase transition.
Very recently, Najiba et al. [60] extended the pressure
range of low-temperature Raman spectroscopy study of
ammonia borane to over 10 GPa using a DAC. In addition
to I–II and I–III phase boundaries, they determined the
boundary between phase II and III with a negative Clapeyron slope. They also determined III–III0 and III0 –IV
phase boundary in low-temperature region. Both of the
boundaries are nearly vertical down to the temperature
about 200 K. Below that temperature, three new phases
were observed (A, B and C in Fig. 1) in the pressure range
up to 10 GPa. Further X-ray/neutron diffraction experiments are needed to clarify the nature of these low-temperature and high-pressure phases.
2.4 P–T phase diagram
Ammonia borane has drawn great attentions of research in
the past decade, but understanding of its high-pressure
behavior is far from comprehensive. Although much work
is still needed to complete the P–T phase diagram of
ammonia borane, an illustrative phase diagram is constructed based on the available data as shown in Fig. 1.
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Phase notations are based on the chronological order of
the reports for those phases. Phases with alphabetic
notations have not yet been confirmed by XRD or ND for
their crystal structures. Transitions of phase I to II, I to
III, III to IV and those to V were first-order structural
phase transformations. Transitions of phase III to III0 , IV
to IV0 are indentified as iso-structural [62, 63]. The
transition from phase IV to VI was observed by Raman
spectroscopy study [70] and predicted to be first-order
transformation by theoretical study [67]. The boundaries
for decomposition and high-temperature phase V were
based on Nylén et al.’s [56, 65] Raman spectroscopy and
XRD studies; the I–III boundary above room temperature
was from Sun et al.’s [69] Raman spectroscopy study; I–
II and I–III boundaries below room temperature were
from Andersson et al. [59] and Najiba et al. [75]. Other
phase boundaries below room temperature were from
Najiba et al. [60]; broken lines indicated the boundaries
estimated or extrapolated from room temperature data
[55, 57] and low-temperature data. Transition at 27 GPa
is from room temperature experiment only [70]. Gray
lines represent the other published data above [63] room
temperature and below [58] room temperature that are not
adopted in this phase diagram.

3 Crystal structures at high pressure
Table 1 and Fig. 2 summarize the selected crystallographic
information for all the structurally distinct phases of
ammonia borane and corresponding references. Detail
discussions about these structures are given in the following sections.
3.1 Phase I
At ambient conditions, ammonia borane (Phase I) adopts
body-centered tetragonal structure with a space group
I4mm. Lippert et al. [71] and Hughes [72] determined the
crystal structure using XRD. However, they were not able
to determine the hydrogen atom positions in the structure.
Sorokin et al. [78] claimed in 1963 a face-centered
orthorhombic structure for this phase, but all later studies
confirmed the tetragonal structure [62, 63, 76, 79–81].
The full atomic positions in the I4mm unit cell were
determined by single crystal XRD [76] and neutron diffraction [62, 80, 81]. All these studies consistently indicated that the unit cell consists of two ammonia borane
molecules with the B–N bonds parallel to c-axis and the
hydrogen atoms were disordered in the structure. However, there were discrepancies in the possibilities of the
specific locations of these atoms. Bowden et al. [76]
conducted single crystal XRD study and showed that the
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hydrogen atoms occupy positions on mirror planes, 8c and
8d, with an occupancy of 3/8 to maintain the required
stoichiometry. Each of the boron and nitrogen atoms is
surrounded by 8 such positions shared by 3 hydrogen
atoms. A neutron diffraction study by Yang et al. [81]
confirmed this atomic arrangement. However, Hess et al.
[80] in their neutron diffraction and molecular simulation
study proposed that the disordered hydrogen atoms likely
occupy 12 sites around each of the boron and nitrogen
atoms on the special position 8d and general position
16e with an occupancy of 1/4. A later neutron diffraction
study by Kumar et al. [62] was favorable to the structure
with the 8-site model. NMR studies [73, 82] demonstrated
that a high-order rotation about the B–N bond was
required for hydrogen atoms presenting possibilities for
12-site model. Nevertheless, a quasi-elastic neutron scattering indicated that 12-fold or higher rotation in the
structure was impossible [83]. More experimental and
theoretical work is needed to reconcile this discrepancy.
The bulk modulus of phase I was determined consistently
to be 9.5 GPa by XRD studies [61, 63].
3.2 Phase II
The structure of the low-temperature phase II was first
determined experimentally by Hoon and Reynhardt [79]
using XRD to be an orthorhombic structure with a space
group Pmn21 and two molecules in the unit cell. Both
boron and nitrogen atoms are located on 2a positions with
B–N bonds parallel to c-axis. The locations of the hydrogen
atoms were determined with the assistance of their NMR
study [73] to be two atoms on each of 2a and 4b positions,
indicating the hydrogen atoms become ordered in this
structure. A later neutron diffraction study by Klooster
et al. [77] reallocated the boron and nitrogen atoms in the
unit cell such that the B–N bonds were no longer parallel to
c-axis. This structure model was confirmed by the further
neutron diffraction study [80].
3.3 Phase III and III0
The pressure-induced phase I to III transition at about 1
GPa was also a disorder-order transition. The structure of
phase III was determined to be orthorhombic with a space
group of Cmc21 and 4 molecules in the unit cell by XRD
experiments [61, 63]. Assisted with the DFT modeling, the
positions of atoms in the unit cell were determined for B
and N on the mirror plane 4a, and hydrogen at 4a and
8b positions [61]. This orthorhombic structure was confirmed by a later neutron diffraction study [62]. Across the
I–III phase transition, there is about 7 % volume collapse
[62, 63].
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Table 1 Crystallographic information of ammonia borane phases
Phase

Space group

Z

Unit cell

Atomic positions
B

I

II

III (III0 )

IV (IV0 )

I4mm

Pnm21

Cmc21

P21

2

2

4

4

x

0

0

0

0

–

–

y

0

0

0.1480

0.1990

–

–

c (Å)

5.0504

z

0.0032

0.6869

0.6190

0.0770

–

–

a (Å)

5.395

x

0

0

0

0.1400

0

0.1850

b (Å)

4.887

y

0.1850

0.2350

0.4530

0.1480

–0.0430

0.2640

–0.0600

–0.1000

c (Å)

4.986

z

0

0.3140

0.3140

0.3970

a (Å)

5.9958

x

0

0

0

0.1655

0

0.1391

b (Å)

6.4301

y

0.1529

0.2911

0.2689

0.0439

0.1908

0.3839

c (Å)

6.0293

z

0.7099

0.9176

a (Å)

7.713

x1

0.1429

0

x2

0.3474

0.2724

a (Å)

c (Å)
P21

4

H4

5.2630

b (Å)

VI

H3

5.2630

b (8)
4

H2

b (Å)

c (Å)

Pnma

H1

a (Å)

b (Å)

V

N

a (Å)

b (Å)

c (Å)
b (8)

5.375

3.898
97.22
7.207
5.9661
4.527
5.4766

3.9452

5.4602
103.78

0.5519

0.7097

0.0516

0.9350

-0.0710

0.0826

0.2660

0.4177

0.0116

0.2273

0.3539

0.4446

-0.0510

0.2261

0.1498

0.2378

0.0549

0.2947

0.7068

0.4449

x3

–

–

y1

0.1254

0.6999

y2

0.4594

–

-0.1870

0.1627

0.8397

0.4536

y3

–

–

0.0334

0.0218

0.7247

0.3028

z1

0.1178

0

0.1472

0.2031

0.8816

0.8892

z2

0.6318

0.6509

0.0374

-0.1100

0.5971

0.4185

z3

–

–

-0.2390

0.3456

0.5228

0.5827

x1

0.0408

0.1754

-0.1160

0.3123

0.1660

0.1395

x2

0

0

-0.0720

-0.1540

0

0

y1

0.2500

0.2500

0.2500

0.2500

0.0423

0.4076

y2

0.1542

0.3102

-0.4160

-0.1120

0.2615

0.2240

z1

0.3267

-0.3950

0.4180

-0.4540

-0.2900

-0.0650

z2

-0.3030

-0.0690

-0.1830

0.2654

-0.4910

0.0941

x1

0.2208

0.2874

0.4494

0.1040

0.4616

0.1049

x2

0.2137

0.2866

0.1500

0.4002

0.2698

0.0847

x3

–

–

0.2794

0.0975

0.1813

0.3932

y1

0.0803

0.3822

0.3795

0.1665

0.8723

0.6585

y2

0.5857

0.8890

0.4150

0.9471

0.1046

0.4181

y3

–

–

0.5973

0.9021

0.9144

0.4381

z1

0.1222

0.9796

0.9186

0.2585

0.7285

0.2764

z2

0.4757

0.6436

0.8186

0.2405

0.5475

0.5603

z3

–

–

0.0812

0.9791

0.7667

0.4771

In their XRD study, Chen et al. [63] first realized that
there was no structural change across the III–III0 transition
observed in Raman spectroscopy measurement at 5 GPa
[55]. However, they were able to detect a change in compressibility, whereas the volume keeps continuous across
the transition, and therefore, they concluded that the III–III0
transition was a second-order phase transformation. The
bulk moduli for phase III and III0 were reported to be 11.9
and 37 GPa, respectively, with the pressure derivative of
modulus K0 = 4.6. Later XRD and theoretical studies [62,
64] confirmed the identical structure between phase III and
III0 . Lin et al. [64] also observed the compressibility change
across the phase transition with K = 8.0 and 12.8 GPa for
phase III and III0 , respectively, at K0 = 6.4. The smaller
values of the bulk moduli reported by Lin et al. [64] may

Exp. info

Ref.

XRD at 298 K

[76]

ND at 200 K

[77]

XRD at 1.7 GPa

[61]

XRD, DFT at 15 GPa

[64]

XRD, DFT at 6.1 GPa 423 K

[65]

Ab initio MD at 50 GPa

[67]

partially due to the higher K0 value they used with regard to
those in Chen et al.’s [63] study.
3.4 Phase IV and IV0
The crystal structure for phase IV and IV0 is still under
debate. Kumar et al. [62] in 2010 first claimed that above 8
GPa, ammonia borane takes a triclinic structure with the
space group of P1 and 16 molecules in the unit cell through
their DFT calculation and XRD study. Wang et al. [67] in
2011 predicted that phase IV may take a monoclinic
structure with P21 space group in their ab initio molecular
dynamics (MD) calculation. The P21 structure contains 2
molecules in the unit cell. They also predicted that at
pressures higher than 25 GPa, another P21 structure with 4
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indicated that phase IV to IV0 is an iso-structural transition.
Filinchuk et al. [61] in 2009 also pointed out through their
ab initio DFT calculation that a P21 structure might be
stable at P–T condition between the Pmn21 and the Cmc21
structure. But they did not give any details of this structure.
3.5 Phase V

Phase I

Phase II

Nylén et al. [65] conducted XRD study at about 6 GPa and
high temperatures up to 150 °C. They determined the
crystal structure of phase V based on their diffraction data
at 6.1 GPa and 150 °C. The structure takes an orthorhombic symmetry with space group of Pmna and 4 molecules in the unit cell. The boron and nitrogen atoms are
located in 4c positions and hydrogen atoms in 4c and
8d positions.
3.6 Phase VI

Phase III

Phase IV

According to the theoretical study by Wang et al. [67],
phase VI took the P21 structure with 4 molecules in the unit
cell at pressures above 25 GPa. This structure is different
from the P21 structure of phase IV. But so far, this structure
has not yet been confirmed by any experimental study.

4 Conclusions

Phase V

Fig. 2 Crystal structures of different phases of ammonia borane
determined through XRD or ND. Large yellow spheres represent
boron atoms, large blue spheres represent nitrogen atoms, and small
yellow spheres represent hydrogen atoms. Only three equivalent
hydrogen atoms are shown in the phase I disordered structure. Phase
VI is not included as it has been experimentally confirmed

molecules in the unit cell becomes stable. The more recent
XRD and DFT study by Lin et al. [64] in 2012 indicated
that the structure of phase IV might actually take a
monoclinic structure with the space group of P21 and 4
molecules in the unit cell. But this monoclinic structure is
different from those predicted by Wang et al. [67] although
they all take the P21 space group. All these studies
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Influence of pressure on ammonia borane has been extensively studied in the past decade. Phase transformations in
ammonia borane have been investigated up to 65 GPa at
ambient temperature. A brief P–T phase diagram is constructed in this paper based on the available experimental
and theoretical studies. However, knowledge about the
behavior of ammonia borane was still far from comprehensive. Little was known about the phase boundaries at
elevated temperatures. Results on the structure of phase IV
are controversial. Theoretical and experimental diffraction
studies are needed to clarify the low-temperature and highpressure phase transitions and to solve these low-temperature phases.
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